pfSense - Bug #3937
Interfaces Dashboard Widget - Font to big and scaling wrong
10/15/2014 07:48 AM - David Williams
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Description
The changes in this commit ( https://github.com/pfsense/pfsense/commit/607e15dbdf942483154887fea278bf54c64ae6ce ) have a
negative affect in a couple of ways:
1 - A long IPv6 address causes the widget to expand beyond the alignment of the rest of the dashboard.
2 - The font is larger that any other dashboard widget.
If the changes in this commit are reversed, the widget appears normally.
Screenshot attached.
Associated revisions
Revision 0a8d7fe9 - 10/28/2014 06:49 AM - Renato Botelho
Back to use listr instead of vncellt since it has small fonts and mitigate changes of go outside the sidget. It should fix #3937

History
#1 - 10/20/2014 10:25 AM - Renato Botelho
- Description updated

What is the operating system, browser and pfSense version you are using? I couldn't replicate the problem here.

#2 - 10/20/2014 10:50 AM - David Williams
2.2-BETA (amd64)
built on Sun Oct 19
Have tried it with:
Windows7 with Firefox (33.0 and prior)
Mac OSX with Firefox and Chrome
... all show the same.

#3 - 10/20/2014 10:06 PM - Phillip Davis
- File Interfaces-widget-22.png added

03/20/2019

1/2

I have attached a screen shot of what the Interfaces widget looks like on a 2.2 system with a long IPv6 address. Regardless of the address length, the
font used for the whole widget is much larger than for the other widgets (e.g. System Information that is also in the screen shot). So the Interfaces
widget looks inconsistent with the rest of the dashboard.
I used Firefox 33.0 for this.

#4 - 10/20/2014 10:14 PM - Phillip Davis
- File Interfaces-widget-22-Opera.png added

I tried on Opera 25.0.1614.50 and somehow Opera fits it in better, but still the font size of stuff in the Interfaces widget is bigger than other widgets.

#5 - 10/28/2014 04:40 AM - Renato Botelho
- Assignee set to Renato Botelho
- Affected Documentation 0 added

#6 - 10/28/2014 07:00 AM - Renato Botelho
- Status changed from New to Feedback
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset 0a8d7fe996275febad7ee28ec3daf70101928cc6.

#7 - 10/28/2014 07:48 AM - David Williams
- File interface widget mod_a.jpg added

That change is an improvement and keeps the widget from being pushed off the side of the dash.
Call it a personal preference, but I like the design elements of the 2.1 widget better. Attached screen shows both. Your call.

#8 - 10/29/2014 06:35 PM - Chris Buechler
- Status changed from Feedback to Resolved

fixed.
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